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network api is a library that provides generic networking
functionality for the x-windows system. it was originally created
for x-windows on computers with no networking hardware, but
has since been extended to the capi and windows networking
environments. stk (simple trinket microcontroller) is a peripheral
and low level programming module for 8051 processor that
manages digital and analog peripherals of the as-risc core. the
main features of stk include low power consuming, standalone
processor, customizable peripherals, convenient i/o port, low cost
and compact size. tesselate is a library to create and render
tesselated (i.e. jagged) 3d primitives. tesselation is one way to
make 3d polygonal meshes from 2d pictures, for example to make
a picture of a brick wall appear like a brick wall. tesselation is
often cheaper to compute than antialiasing for example. xgps is a
gps system program. xgps is designed to be a simple, cross-
platform gps tool. designed primarily for rtk-users who simply
want a simple, cross-platform application for editing, viewing, and
synchronization of rtk-data zynq timing tools are an integrated
software suite for managing and optimizing the dft (discrete
fourier transform) functions in a zynq-7000 evaluation board. the
suite comes with a library and basic tools for the application
based on the dft functions on the zynq-7000 platform. the
following files are available for download from the microsoft
download center: download the microsoft.net framework 4.6.1
offline installer package now. for windows rt: download the
microsoft.1 package now. for windows rt 8.1: download the
microsoft. for more information about how to download microsoft
support files, see how to obtain microsoft support files from online
services.microsoft scanned this file for viruses. microsoft used the
most current virus-detection software that was available on the
date that the file was posted. the file is stored on security-
enhanced servers that help prevent any unauthorized changes to
the file.
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expat is a c library that provides xml parsing facilities. the expat
library is needed for the projects that use the sax and dom
interfaces for parsing xml documents. the expat project is

available from www.libexpat.org . xlib is the x11 (libx11) library,
one of several libraries needed by many of the programs that use
the x window system. the x window system itself is a windowing
system. xlib provides the interfaces to and tools for the x window

system. arbmap (http://www.penguspy.com/arbmap/) is a free
program for creating custom maps for quake. it is useful for

designing custom level themes, maps, and custom weapons, as
well as simulating what custom maps might look like in-game. you
can also use this utility for map design to enter custom maps into
the game. the glu tesselator is a component of the opengl utility

toolkit that implements tesselation, a process by which the
vertices of a polygon are subdivided (i.e. divided) into smaller and
smaller pieces in order to speed up rendering of the polygons. this

allows parts of a polygon to be shaded independently from the
rest of the polygon, which makes it possible to draw very complex
shapes much faster than if one were to shade the whole polygon.

radix 3d library for the opengl utility toolkit provides an object-
oriented framework that simplifies the creation and use of 3d
objects in opengl programs. radix 3d differs from other opengl

libraries in that it supports both dynamically-generated and
"clean" classes that represent 3d objects in a single opengl-

supported format. radix 3d is a full-featured physics engine that
can be plugged into virtually any graphics application. radix 3d

includes a physics engine, a detailed set of game-play objects, a
set of rendering objects, and a complete set of tools to accelerate

the development of 3d programs for windows 95/98/nt/2000.
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